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rejected this suggestion, and that the intention was that a military
commission should be despatched as soon as the situation seemed
appropriate. Mr. White added that negotiations for the termination
of hostilities and for the acceptance by both parties of a basis for
arbitration were 'proceeding satisfactorily'.
This assertion was based on the fact that the Neutral Commission,
after prolonged negotiations with Bolivia and Paraguay, had pro-
duced on the 12th October yet another formula for bringing hostilities
to an end, on which it hoped that agreement might be reached. This
proposal provided for the separation of the two armies, the demobili-
zation of reserves and the reduction of regular forces, the despatch
of a neutral military commission to verify compliance with the
provisions, and the initiation of negotiations for an arbitral settle-
ment within a reasonable time after the signature of the agreement.
The Commission succeeded in arranging a meeting between Bolivian
and Paraguayan representatives on the 27th October,1 at which this
plan was discussed, but it still proved impossible to reconcile the
opposing demands of the two disputants, and although the negotia-
tions were not formally broken off they made no appreciable progress
for six or seven weeks. Finally, on the 15th December, the Neutral
Commission made public a comprehensive proposal which, they hoped,
would serve to bridge the gulf. This proposal required the with-
drawal of both armies—that of Paraguay for a distance of about
two hundred miles to the Paraguay river, and that of Bolivia for
about one hundred miles to a line running from Fort Ballivian on
the Pilcomayo River to Fort Vitriones in the north-east corner of
the Chaco, close to the Paraguay River. About three-quarters of the
evacuated region would be policed by a small Paraguayan force and
the remaining quarter by an equal number of Bolivian troops. Both
armies were to be demobilized and neutral representatives were to
verify the execution of the measures proposed. Provision was also
made for the definitive settlement of the territorial question by
arbitration. If differences arose concerning the delimitation of the
zone which was to be the subject of arbitration, they would be settled
by neutral geographical experts, and in default of agreement on an
arbitral tribunal the case was to be submitted to the Permanent Court
of International Justice at The Hague. It will be seen that the Neutral
Commission, in putting forward this proposal, had taken account of
the advantage which Paraguay enjoyed from her proximity to the
Chaco, and, while their suggestion that the Paraguayan forces should
1 Paraguay agreed on the 14th October to negotiate on this hasis, and
Bolivia (whose forces were suffering serious reverses) some ten days later.

